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ABSTRACT In this paper, we address the neighborhood identification problem in the presence of a
large number of heterogeneous contextual features. We formulate our research as a problem of queue
wait time prediction for taxi drivers at airports and investigate heterogeneous factors related to time,
weather, flight arrivals, and taxi trips. The neighborhood-based methods have been applied to this type
of problem previously. However, the failure to capture the relevant heterogeneous contextual factors and
their weights during the calculation of neighborhoods can make existing methods ineffective. Specifically,
a driver intelligence-biased weighting scheme is introduced to estimate the importance of each contextual
factor that utilizes taxi drivers’ intelligent moves. We argue that the quality of the identified neighborhood
is significantly improved by considering the relevant heterogeneous contextual factors, thus boosting the
prediction performance (i.e., mean prediction error < 0.09 and median prediction error < 0.06). To support
our claim, we generated an airport taxi wait time dataset for the John F. Kennedy International Airport
by fusing three real-world contextual datasets, including taxi trip logs, passenger wait times, and weather
conditions. Our experimental results demonstrate that the presence of heterogeneous contextual features
and the drivers’ intelligence-biased weighting scheme significantly outperform the baseline approaches for
predicting taxi driver queue wait times.

INDEX TERMS Heterogeneous contextual features, neighborhood identification, wait time prediction,
feature weighting.

I. INTRODUCTION
Taxis are regarded as the most convenient mode of transport
for transfer between the airport and the city. Airport satisfac-
tion ratings depend on the proper management of both taxi
and passenger queues. Aiming to maintain a demand-supply
equilibrium of taxis, the airport transport managers employ
an approach where it requires extensive human intervention.
Figure 1 presents a schematic overview of a traditional air-
port management system used to manage taxi and passenger
queues. We can see that the queue managers continuously
monitor the concurrent queues related to taxis and passengers
and instruct taxi drivers to join the passengers at the terminal
when there is demand. To ensure the seamless operation of
this process, the queue manager estimates the demand for
taxis in future. Request for more taxis is sent to the taxi fleet
managers who then send the requested number of taxis to
meet the future demand or an instant shortage of taxis at

the airport taxi rank. However, the human error in manual
taxi demand estimation causes taxi drivers to experience
unexpected wait times at the airport taxi rank while waiting
for the passengers. Moreover, long queues of taxis cause
traffic congestion and wasted land use. This also influences
taxi drivers not to make an airport trip. Consequently, it also
causes long queue wait times for the passengers. Therefore,
it is very important to provide effective prediction of the taxi
queue wait times at airport taxi rank since it can help airport
queue managers to plan timely taxi and passenger queue
management.

Queue wait time prediction is a challenging problemwhich
is highly affected by many heterogeneous contexts including
the dynamic nature weather conditions, taxi, passenger and
flight arrivals [1]. Taxi drivers experience different wait times
while waiting in the taxi rank. Figure 2 (top) shows a compar-
ison of average queue wait times for two different Mondays
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FIGURE 1. Manual taxi-passenger queue management system.

FIGURE 2. Variation in taxi waiting times on two Mondays over two
different weeks of May 2013 (top). The density map (bottom) shows the
variation of wait times with respect to current passenger pickup
frequency.

of April 2013 at the central taxi holding area of JFK interna-
tional airport in NewYork City.We can see that the wait times
vary throughout the day. The variations in densities of thewait
timeswith respect to taxi passenger pickup frequency are well
scattered as can be seen from the two- dimensional density
plot in Figure 2 (bottom). The highly dense area relates to
where the pickup frequency is high and may result in low
queue wait times. It is not sufficient to conclude that a low
pickup frequency can always result in higher wait times as
some of the highlighted areas relate to low passenger pickups.
This also indicates that it is a complex problem to identify the
importance of other related contextual factors for taxi driver
queue wait time prediction.

Queue wait time prediction has been studied in many
application areas [2]. This problem can be addressed using
various machine learning techniques [3]. The neighborhood-
based method such as k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)

regression has shown its effectiveness in recent research of
wait time prediction [4]. The general idea of k-NN regres-
sion is to predict a real valued response (i.e. target score)
by taking the weighted average over neighboring response
values. We choose to use the neighborhood-based method
in this paper to address our problem because of its simple
implementation and performance guarantees [5]. However,
the prediction performance of neighborhood-based methods
(i.e. k-NN regression) depends on the proper identification
of neighbors (i.e. neighborhood) and relevant features [6].
Ren et al. [7] found that an improvement in terms of the
quality of identified neighborhood can further improve the
prediction accuracy. In this paper, we formulate the neighbor-
hood identification problem as the queue wait time prediction
problem at the airport. We aim to investigate the effects of
heterogeneous external contexts in prediction performance,
which may have direct influence on the queue wait time. For
example, the bad weather may cause high demand for taxis,
and the delayed flight arrivals may cause long taxi queues.
Moreover, the dynamic occurrence and heterogeneous nature
of these factors make the taxi queue wait time prediction at
the airport a complex task.We argue that the computation and
consideration of the influence of these factors are vital for the
quality neighborhood identification and thus for taxi queue
wait time prediction. In this paper, we aim at the following
challenging problem:

How to identify a dense quality neighborhood for k-NN
based regression methods to predict taxi queue wait time
by considering heterogeneous contextual features, e.g. time,
weather, flight information and taxi trips?

We first build a large-scale taxi queue wait time dataset
for JFK international airport in New York City. The dataset
includes hourly taxi queue wait time and different heteroge-
neous contextual information which were obtained by fus-
ing taxi trip logs, airport passenger wait times and weather
conditions data. Then, we provide a comprehensive analysis
of the relationship between the heterogeneous features and
the taxi queue wait times. Based on the analysis, we pro-
pose a driver intelligence-biased feature weighting scheme
to identify a dense quality neighborhood for predicting taxi
queue wait time using k-NN regression. The experiment
results indicate that the relevant weighted heterogeneous
contextual features can significantly improve the quality of
the identified neighborhood, thus significantly boosting the
prediction performance. The contributions of this paper are as
follows:
• Fusion of three real-world contextual datasets for taxi
queue wait time prediction and extraction of heteroge-
neous features;

• Feature selection and analysis of heterogeneous features
for taxi queue wait time prediction;

• A driver intelligence-biased feature weighting scheme
to identify a dense high quality neighborhood for taxi
queue wait time prediction using k-NN based regression
methods;
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
related literature. Section 3 describes dataset preparation,
feature extraction and pattern analysis from the three real-
world datasets. Section 4 describes a model to identify
dense neighborhood for taxi queue wait time prediction using
k-NN regression. In Section 5, we show experimental results
and comparison with the state-of-the-art approach. Finally,
Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
Both taxi drivers and passengers can experience long queue
wait times at airports [8]. The decisions of taxi drivers tomake
a trip to/from the airport directly affects the occurrence of
these queues [1] which are also influenced by many external
factors such as weather, flight arrivals and time. Accurate
estimations of the taxi queue wait times over the course of
the day can encourage taxi drivers to make more airport
trips and help manage the demand-supply of taxis. However,
it is challenging to find relevant factors with their respec-
tive importance levels to be considered for queue wait time
estimation.

Research projects have been conducted to investigate
the airport taxicab demand-supply equilibrium [9], [10].
There are several research projects that model and ana-
lyze factors related to taxi drivers’ next passenger pickup
decisions [11]–[14]. The uncertainty of the queue formation
along with the limitation in manual taxi demand estimation
play important roles towards taxi drivers’ decisions about
making an airport trip or not [12]. In [1], a regression model
is used to model the taxi driver’s next pickup decision for
an airport trip. The model uses a binary decision of ‘‘airport
pick-up’’ or ‘‘cruising for customers’’ at the end of each trip.
Another passenger search model for taxi drivers is presented
in [15] to investigate the hourly changes in decisions of vacant
taxi drivers while searching for passengers during a day.
Tomodel taxi drivers’ customer-search behaviors, a two-layer
decision framework is proposed in [16]. The model considers
location choice and route choice behavior and uses GPS
trajectories. The trajectory data also has been used to analyze
taxi driver’s route choice behavior [17], to predict KPIs of on-
demand transport services [18] and to monitor congested cor-
ridors in busy smart cities [19]. In [20], spatio-temporal taxi
traveling patterns are studied. Specifically, the patterns during
the battle between two Chinese taxi booking mobile apps
are taken into consideration for analyzes. An optimal route
searching solution for taxi drivers is proposed in [21] which
is based on the information of the traffic dynamics. Other
analyzes of taxis mobility patterns are also presented in [22]
and [23]. In [24], a prediction model is proposed to estimate
the taxi and passenger demand. The research works presented
in [25] and [26] predict queue contexts related to taxis and
passengers at airports where contexts are four categorical
labels. There are research papers that consider wait time as
an additional feature for modeling taxi drivers’ next pickup
decisions. However, wait time prediction is an important and
complex task which still requires special attention.

There are several papers which discuss research con-
ducted for predicting and modelling wait time in differ-
ent applications [3], [4], [27]–[29]. Wu et al. [30] have
developed a system which continuously monitors each taxi
stand and takes account of the numbers of taxis queuing
and passing the taxi stand, as well as the traffic condi-
tions in the area around the stand. Zhang et al. [3] have
recommended sensing the fuel consumption of taxi drivers
with a view to minimizing queue times at petrol stations.
On the passenger side, Anwar et al. [9] have considered
passenger movement through an airport, with a view to
sending taxis this information for the demand so that
they can service the longest queue first with short wait
times.

The nearest neighbor regression (k-NN regression) is an
effective machine learning approach for prediction on a
numeric scale in various applications. A shop queue wait
time prediction using k-NN regression is presented in [4]
which utilizes three temporal contextual features. However,
neighborhood identification is still a challenging area for
nearest neighbor regression. Various approaches have been
adopted such as distance weighting [31], [32] of nearest
neighbors. Feature weighting has shown its effectiveness in
regard to increased prediction performance in many appli-
cation domains [33]–[38]. In [4], feature importance score
is calculated by building a linear regression model. This
approach is effective with incomplete and non-uniform data.
Another feature weighted distance measure for k-NN is pro-
posed in [39]. It is based on the mutual information between
a feature and the class value. The mutual neighborhood infor-
mation is used to boost the performance of nearest neighbor
classification in [40]. The effectiveness of feature weighting
during neighborhood calculation of k-NN regression is still
unexplored. The nearest neighbor regression has been used
effectively in real-world wait time prediction applications
with a small number of features [4]. Taxi queue wait time
prediction at the airport using nearest neighbor regression is a
challenging issue because of the presence of various contexts
(i.e. weather, flight arrivals, flight processing, time). Since
these contexts are heterogeneous in nature, the computation
of relationships between these contexts and the queue wait
time is a complex task.

Research has shown that the use of expert knowledge
is able to increase the prediction accuracy [41]. In [42],
a categorization framework is proposed which refers to the
use of domain-specific information for feature weighting.
In our problem of queue wait time prediction, it is difficult
to utilize experts for feature weighting. We leverage the idea
that the expert drivers use their expertise to go to a place
for passenger pickup rather than cruising randomly [43].
We take this note and consider the taxi drivers’ intelligent
moves for feature weight computation. Then the computed
feature weights are used to find the quality neighborhood and
to predict the taxi queue wait time using k-NN regression.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in this
direction.
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III. DATASET DESIGN AND CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
To prepare the airport taxi driver queue wait time dataset,
we fuse three real-world datasets from New York city: the
taxi trip data, the airport passenger wait times data and the
weather condition data.

The JFK international airport is one of the busiest airports
in the U.S. and the busiest in New York City in terms of
flight processing and passenger handling. The taxi rank at the
JFK is far away from the passenger terminals. Taxis need
to enter this rank area and wait before picking a passenger
up. The taxi dispatch manager at the JFK dispatches taxis
from this taxi rank based on the demand in different pas-
senger terminals [12]. Another airport in New York City is
the LaGuardia airport. This airport is not covered by the
border control facility and hence no passenger arrival and
wait time information is available. Therefore, we choose the
JFK international airport as our case location to prepare our
dataset of taxi driver queue wait times at the airport.

A. TAXI TRIP LOGS
The first dataset is the real-world taxi trip dataset from
New York City known as NYC taxi trip data.1 This dataset
is collected by the New York City Taxi & Limousine
Commission. Everyday in New York, 13,000 taxis generate
500,000 trips on average totaling 175 million trips per year.
In this dataset, each record is equivalent to one taxi trip.
A trip is described by its start and end geo-locations with
corresponding time-stamps, the distance of the trip, the fare
and tip amount of the trip, total number of on board pas-
sengers during the trip and a medallion, which is the unique
identification number of the taxi.

B. PASSENGER DATA
Airport passenger data is available from the public U.S. Cus-
toms and Boarder Protection website.2 This dataset provides
information about hourly passenger wait times at different
U.S. airports. Additional features include hourly numbers of
flights and passenger arrivals with the number of passengers
processed at the passenger processing booths.

C. WEATHER DATA
We collected weather data from the Weather Underground
website.3 This dataset contains hourly weather information
including temperature, dew point, wind speed, precipitation,
weather condition (e.g., clear, overcast, mostly cloudy) and
weather events (e.g., normal, rain, snow, rain-snow).

D. DATA FUSION AND FEATURE EXTRACTION
Here, we fuse the NYC taxi trip data, the passenger data and
the weather data, and extract corresponding features:
• NYC taxi trip data: hourly queue wait time for taxis, pas-
senger pickup frequency, passenger drop-off frequency,

1http://www.andresmh.com/nyctaxitrips/
2http://awt.cbp.gov/
3https://www.wunderground.com/

frequency of trips that start from the airport after an
airport drop-off.

• Passenger data: hourly frequency of flight arrivals,
passenger arrivals, passenger wait times at the passen-
ger processing booth, number of passenger processing
booth.

• Weather data: hourly temperature, precipitation, wind
speed, dew point, weather condition and weather events.

For all these features, we compute the feature values in the
previous, current and next hour.We fuse the features extracted
from the three real-world datasets for our experiment and
analysis. In the final dataset, each record describes an hourly
time stamp totaling 8760 data points during the year of 2013.
Additionally, we consider features such as the hour of day,
the day of week, and the week number of the year.

E. CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
We analyze the taxi queue wait time from the perspective
of time. We examine the hourly patterns of the taxi queue
wait times, taxi passenger pickup and drop-off frequencies,
passenger arrivals, and passenger wait times. Figure 3 shows
the hourly patterns and the Empirical Cumulative Distribu-
tion Function (ECDF) of taxi queue wait times. The ECDF
in Figure 3(a) shows that 80% of the data points have wait
times less than or equal to 90 minutes. Figure 3(b) shows
the hourly patterns for normalized taxi queue wait times.
We can see that the highest wait times are seen during
04:00 and 09:00. Figure 3(c) and (d) show the hourly patterns
in passenger pickup and drop-off by taxis. A spike is seen
at 15:00 for passenger drop-off and after that it reduces till
mid-night. The reason may be due to the high volume of
departing flights in the afternoon. Two clear spikes can be
seen for passenger pickup frequencies: one at 07:00 in the
morning while the other starts at 15:00 and continues until
mid-night. Figure 3(e) illustrates the hourly frequency of taxi
trips from JFK starting after a passenger drop-off at JFK.
We can see that a large number of taxis decide to pickup their
next passenger from the airport between 13:00 and 19:00.
Figure 3(f) shows the density of taxis where they leave the air-
port after a passenger drop-off. The hours between 01:00 and
03:00 share the majority of the densities. This is expected
because these hours are the off-peak hours at JFK. We also
can see from Figure 3(g) that the passenger arrivals maintain
a similar trend line to the passenger pickup frequency. How-
ever, a difference of an hour is seen in the rise and fall of the
spikes. Figure 3(h) shows the hourly average passenger wait
times. We can see near smooth trend in wait times throughout
the day except for one sharp rise from 03:00 when the flights
start to arrive.

In Table 1, we present all the correlation statistics
between the hourly taxi queue wait times and all other fea-
tures extracted from three heterogeneous contextual datasets
including passenger, trip, and weather. We compute the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient to measure the relationship
between wait times and the other features. Specifically, a neg-
ative correlation is found with total flight arrivals in the
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FIGURE 3. Contextual Analysis: (a) Cumulative distribution function of taxi wait times
and (b)-(h) hourly patterns of various contexts.

TABLE 1. Pearson’s correlations between average queue wait times and
all the contextual features.

previous hour, total passenger arrivals in the previous hour,
total flight processing booths in the previous hour, passenger
pickup frequency in the previous hour and passenger pickup
frequency in the current hour. This implies that the more
flights, passengers, passenger processing booths and passen-
ger pickup frequencies, the shorter the taxi queue wait time.

IV. QUEUE WAIT TIME PREDICTION
In this section, we define the problem of taxi queue wait
time prediction and formulate the k-NN based regression

FIGURE 4. Overview of neighborhood-based taxi queue wait time
prediction system.

methods for this scenario. Specifically, we introduce a fea-
ture weighting scheme to improve the quality of identified
neighborhood, so as to improve the accuracy of queue wait
time prediction. We also present the overview of our entire
taxi queue wait time prediction system. The system begins
by integrating data from various heterogeneous data sources.
A daily aggregation of the fused data is followed by an hourly
aggregation to ensure the same time frame is considered for
all the extracted features. Additional features are calculated
in the feature engineering stage which completes the data
pre-processing tasks. The pre-processed data is sliced into
three parts. The first part is used to select relevant features.
Based on the selected features, the second and third parts
of the data are filtered and kept for training and testing
the prediction process. The first part of data with selected
features is also utilized for feature weight calculation. These
weight scores are used during the distance calculation of
neighborhood-based methods. Specifically, a test sample is
taken to measure the distance from all the training samples
since the neighborhood-based methods do not require any
explicit training phase. Finally, the system evaluates the pre-
diction results which can be used to ensure the effectiveness
of any decision. Figure 4 shows an overarching view of our
taxi queue wait time prediction system. In Table 2, we list the
notations used in this paper.
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TABLE 2. List of notations.

A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let, Ti be the ith instance in the training dataset that represents
any hourly time window, where, i = 1, 2, 3, ..., 8760. In our
taxi queuewait time dataset, each instance Ti is described by a
set of contextual features Fc. The hourly taxi queue wait time
during Ti is denoted asw(Ti) which is the taxi drivers’ average
time spent in the queue from the time of arrival during Ti until
the next passenger pickup. Given a training dataset, a query
instance (TQ) and its corresponding contextual features Fc,
we predict the hourly taxi queue wait time as: (TQ,Fc) →
w(TQ). We aim to find the quality dense neighborhood for
nearest neighbor regression.

B. FEATURE SELECTION
Not all the extracted features are important for the queue
wait time prediction. Therefore, we perform a feature selec-
tion to enhance the prediction performance. For this pur-
pose, we build a multiple regression model to predict the
queue wait times. If Ŷ is the target score, we write the
multiple regression model using n number of features as
follows:

Ŷ = β1a1 + β2a2 + β3a3 + ...+ βnan (1)

Here, aj is the jth feature and βj is corresponding feature
coefficient of aj; j = 1, 2, 3, ..., n. Then we investigate
the importance of each feature to the research problem. For
simplicity, we randomly select a subset of n = 15 fea-
tures and build the regression model. Then we examine the
coefficients of all these features within the model by using
a 95% confidence interval. Specifically, we examine if 0 is
within this interval. If so, it indicates that the coefficient can
have a value of 0 thus the feature has no or less effect to
predict the target score (i.e. queue wait time). We consider
such features as unimportant. In every iteration, we leave
one unimportant feature out and include a new one for the
next round. In final dataset, we find a total of 14 features
which are significantly associated with the queue wait times.
We consider the features from the time context as well
along with passenger, trip, and weather. The statistically
significant features from four different contexts are listed
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Statistically significant features computed from time contexts
and the three heterogeneous contextual datasets, including passenger,
trip, and weather.

C. DRIVER INTELLIGENCE-BIASED WEIGHTING
In this section, we calculate feature weights for queue wait
time prediction. The recent literature [43] shows that the
experienced drivers do no prefer random cruising for pas-
sengers after a passenger drop-off. Instead, they usually go
to the place they know well for picking up the next passen-
gers. We assume that this is also applicable in our scenario.
Motivated by this fact, we consider the hourly frequency of
taxi trips that are initiated from the airport after a precedent
passenger drop-off at the airport. We call this frequency the
Drivers’ Intelligence (DI).

The mutual information is a measure of the mutual depen-
dence between two random variables. Therefore, we can cal-
culate the amount of mutual dependence between the queue
wait time and all other features available in our queue wait
time dataset after feature selection. Specifically, we calculate
the conditional mutual information by putting the DI as a
condition. Henceforth, we refer to this conditional mutual
information as the DI-biased mutual information. We calcu-
late the DI-biased mutual information (I (aj;w(Ti)|DI )) by
adapting the universal equation for computing conditional
mutual information as follows:

−

∑
aj,w(Ti),DI

p(aj,w(Ti)) log
p(aj,w(Ti)|DI )

p(aj|DI )p(w(Ti)|DI )
, (2)

In Eq. 2, aj is any contextual feature; w(Ti) is the target
score (i.e. queue wait time) and p denotes the probability.
Table 4 lists the corresponding DI-biased mutual information
scores for different features. In the next step, we normalize
these scores of DI-biased mutual information between 0 and
1 and used as DI-biased feature weights ωj. Here, ωj is the
feature weight of jth feature.

D. FORMULATION OF k-NN METHODS
Given a set of training samples, we formulate the problem of
predicting a corresponding target score using k-NN regres-
sion. Let each sample Ti in the training data be described
by a d-dimensional vector of contextual features and a target
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TABLE 4. D)-biased mutual information.

score w(Ti) as follows:

〈a1(Ti), a2(Ti), a3(Ti), ..., ad (Ti),w(Ti)〉,

To predict the target score of query instance TQ, the dis-
tances between TQ and all the training samples Ti are calcu-
lated as follows:

d(TQ,Ti) =

√√√√√ d∑
j=1

[aj(TQ)− aj(Ti)]2, (3)

Here, aj ∈ Fc is the jth contextual feature of Ti and TQ;
j = 1, 2, 3, ..., d . Note that the basic k-NN regression
treats each feature equally during this distance calculation.
However, the contribution of each feature can be taken into
account by rewriting Eq. 3 as follows:

d(TQ,Ti) =

√√√√√ d∑
j=1

ωj ∗ [aj(TQ)− aj(Ti)]2, (4)

Here, ωj is the weight of jth feature. Next, the
k-nearest neighbors of TQ are identified by sorting the
values of d(TQ,Ti) in ascending order. Let, TNN =

{TNN1 ,TNN2 ,TNN3 , ...,TNNk } be the set of k-nearest neighbors
of TQ. If w(TNNi ) is the target score of TNNi , the predicted
target score w(TQ) of the query instance TQ is calculated
by averaging the target scores of k-Nearest Neighbors as
follows:

w(TQ) =
k∑
i=1

w(TNNi )/k, (5)

It should be noted that the key here is to estimate the
weights in Eq. 4 for each feature appropriately so as to get
a better neighborhood for higher prediction accuracy.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We design two sets of experiments to evaluate the effective-
ness of the proposed DI-biased feature weighting scheme:

1) Taxi Queue Wait Time Prediction: We predict the taxi
queue wait time and compare with different weighting meth-
ods as follows:
• Baseline [4]: The baseline nearest neighbor estimation
approach employs a regression based optimization for
feature weighting. It considers only three attributes for
queue wait time prediction (time of the day, the day of
the week, and week number of the year), and weights the
features based on the coefficients obtained from a linear
regression model.

• LR-trained weights: Instead of only three, all 14 signif-
icant contextual features from Table 3 are considered.
The feature weights are calculated by normalizing the
coefficients obtained from a trained linear regression
(LR)model which are to be used for the nearest neighbor
estimation.

• Equal weights: In this approach, all 14 significant con-
textual features from Table 3 are considered with equal
weights for the nearest neighbor estimation.

• MI-based Weights: The Mutual Information (MI)-based
weights includes all the significant contextual features
from Table 3. The pure MI between each feature and the
target (i.e. taxi queue wait time) is calculated, normal-
ized between 0 and 1, and used as feature weights for
nearest neighbor estimation.

• DI-biased weights: The DI-biased feature weighting is
the proposed weighting scheme of contextual features.
The scores for each feature obtained from Eq. 2 are
normalized to be used as feature weights for nearest
neighbor estimation.

2) Neighborhood Density/Quality: we evaluate and compare
the density and quality of the neighborhood between the
baseline and our proposed approach.

We use a random30-40-30 split to conduct our experiments
with different feature weighting schemes for Nearest Neigh-
bor Estimation. The first part contains 30% of the samples
which were used for feature selection and feature importance
calculation. The second part contains 40% of the instances
which were used for training purpose, and the third part
contains 30% of the instances which were used to test the
performance of nearest neighbor estimation. The purpose of
using this approach is to minimize the bias of using the entire
dataset for feature weighting score calculation. For perfor-
mance evaluation of queue wait time prediction, we consider
the median and mean prediction errors for different k values
between 1 and 15. Note that the values of k are chosen
arbitrarily.

A. TAXI QUEUE WAIT TIME PREDICTION
Figure 5 and 6 show the comparison of median and the mean
prediction errors respectively from all the methods. We can
see that the proposed feature weighting method DI-biased
weights and its three variants (LR-trained weights, Equal
weights and MI-based weights) outperform the baseline [4]
for different k values between 1 and 15 since they produce
less prediction errors. Specifically, we can see a median
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FIGURE 5. Median prediction errors using various feature weighting
techniques for varying k-values between 1 and 15.

FIGURE 6. Mean prediction errors using various feature weighting
techniques for varying k-values between 1 and 15.

prediction error< 0.06 and amean prediction error< 0.09 for
k = 8 and 6 respectively.

Next, we examine the statistical significance of this
improvement. Specifically, a paired t-test is conducted to
examine whether the improvement in prediction errors is
significant when comparing with baseline. A paired t-test
can determine whether the mean differences between two
sets of paired samples differs from 0. The mean difference
0 indicates that the paired samples are similar. In our case,
the first sample is the prediction errors produced by the
baseline approach while the second sample is set in turn for
the prediction errors produced by the LR-trained weights,
Equal weights and MI-based weights. The pair-wise predic-
tion errors are taken into consideration for varying k-values
between 1 and 15. Table 5 gives the statistics obtained from
the paired t-test. We can see that the improvement in terms
of prediction errors is statistically significant between the
proposedDI-biased weightingmethod (including its variants)
and the baseline since the values of t-test statistics (t) differ

TABLE 5. Paired t-test of prediction errors between different feature
weighting techniques (Note: we obtained p< 0.001 in all cases).

TABLE 6. Comparison of k-NN regression with DI-biased weighting
method and other state-of-the-art methods.

significantly from 0. The smaller p values (< 0.001) on this
small sample size of 15 also supports this significance.

In Table 6, we compare our k-NN with DI-biased weight-
ing technique and other state-of-the-art methods for regres-
sion including Linear regression, Multi-layer Perceptron,
Support Vector Regression and Decision Table. We can see
that k-NN regression with DI-biased weighting method pro-
duces a mean prediction error of 0.087 which is no more than
the listed state-of-the-art algorithms for taxi queue wait time
prediction.

B. NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS
We analyze the ECDFs and the densities of inter-neighbor
NN (p, q) distances where p = 1 to 14, q = p+1.We compare
LR-trained weights, Equal weights, MI-based weights and
DI-biased weights with the baseline. Figure 7 shows the
ECDFs of distances between consecutive neighbors. We can
see from the plotted ECDFs that there are some jumps in
the ECDFs of inter-neighbor distances when the baseline was
applied. This indicates that the subsequent neighbors are not
dense enough which results in a sparse neighborhood. On the
other hand, the ECDFs for all of the other four approaches
show smooth trend lines which imply the existence of a dense
neighborhood, among which DI-biased weights shows the
most smoothness compared to the rest.

We examine the density plots of inter-neighbor distances
to supports our claim of achieving the denser neighborhood
using DI-biased weighting method. We identify that there
is mostly one peak in density plots for LR-trained weights,
Equal weights, MI-based weights and DI-biased weights.
This trend also remains the same when we consider the two
furthest neighbors (i.e. 14 and 15). In contrast, we see that
there is more than one peak in the first four density plots
for the baseline approach. As we move towards the furthest
nearest neighbors, a long tail in the density distributions can
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FIGURE 7. ECDFs of inter-neighbor distances using different weighting techniques.

be seen which implies the existence of a sparse neighborhood
using the baseline approach. Figure 8 illustrates the density
plots of inter-neighbor distances using different weighting
techniques.

Next, we analyze the robustness of our DI-biased weight-
ing method. Specifically, we examine the changes of inter-
neighbor distances with the change in k values. We plot
the ECDFs and densities of all the distances between two
consecutive neighbors using DI-biased weights only.
In Figure 9, we can see from the ECDFs that the first

two nearest neighbors are the least dense compared to the
next two, and so on. However, as we increase the size of the
neighborhood, a more close distance between the two furthest
neighbors is seen. This indicates that the DI-biased weights

is able to find the dense neighborhood when we increase the
value of k .

From the density plots in Figure 10, we can see that the
furthest neighbors are more dense compared to the clos-
est ones. This implies that the DI-biased weighting method
shows its robustness in identifying dense neighborhood with
any neighborhood size between 1 and 15 in this study with
taxi queue wait time dataset.

We examine the relationship between the identified neigh-
borhood and the taxi queue wait time prediction. Specifi-
cally, a K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) test is employed. The
K-S test measures the difference between ECDFs of distances
among identified neighborhoods by applying the DI-biased
weighting method and baseline method respectively in terms
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FIGURE 8. Density plots of inter-neighbor distances using different weighting techniques.

TABLE 7. Relationships between the identified neighborhood and the taxi queue wait time prediction errors using K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) test.

of D-value which is the maximum difference between these
two. We examine the corresponding p-values to show the
statistical significance of this difference. In Table. 7, the

D-value is around 0.45 and p-value< 0.001, whichmeans the
neighborhoods are statistically different for different k-values
and the difference would be statistically as large or larger than
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FIGURE 9. ECDFs of inter-neighbor distances using DI-biased weights for
increasing k .

FIGURE 10. Density of inter-neighbor distances using DI-biased weights
for increasing k .

the observed ones. If d_error(Median) and d_error(Mean)
denote the improvement shown by the DI-biased weights
method over the baseline method in terms of median and
mean of prediction errors respectively for different k-values,
the correlation between the corresponding D-values and
the prediction errors, d_error(Median) and d_error(Mean)
can be measured to show the relationship between the
improvement in the dense quality neighborhood and the
improvement of prediction accuracy. The last two columns

of Table 7, show the Pearson’s correlation scores of 0.484
(with median) and 0.393 (with mean). These positive corre-
lation scores indicate that the improvement in terms of the
dense quality neighborhood is correlated with the improve-
ment in terms of prediction accuracy.

In total, the experimental results demonstrate that the het-
erogeneous contextual factors together with the driver intel-
ligence can improve the quality of identified neighborhood
significantly, which leads to a significant improvement in taxi
queue wait time prediction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on the problem of taxi queue wait time
prediction at the airport by using neighborhood based meth-
ods. Specifically, we investigate a large number of hetero-
geneous contextual factors associated with the JFK airport
in New York City, including time of day, week, month, taxi
trips to and from the airport, flight arrival times and passenger
numbers as well as features related to weather conditions.
To conduct this research, we generated a large-scale taxi
queue wait time dataset for the research community by fusing
three real-world datasets: taxi trip data, airport passenger
arrival data and weather condition data. We first conducted
a comprehensive analysis on the contextual features and the
taxi queue wait times. Then, we proposed method to select
relevant features and introduce a driver intelligence-biased
feature weighting scheme to identify dense quality neighbors
for k-NN based regression methods.
The experimental results show that the proposed driver

intelligence-biased feature weighting scheme can enhance
the performance of the state-of-the-art k-NN model
for taxi queue time prediction. We show that the
improvement in obtained results is statistically significant.
Furthermore, the results obtained from inter-neighbor dis-
tance analysis demonstrate that the proposed method is able
to identify dense neighborhoods for varying neighborhood
size, which is also the reason for this significant improvement
in prediction accuracy. Our research shows that such results
obtained for queue wait time prediction can help manage
airport queues related to taxi and passenger.

The results are restricted to prediction and do not offer opti-
mum decision making solutions, which would require other
different types of modelling. In future, we plan to include
more contextual data sources such as local events and traffic
congestion data with our taxi queue wait time dataset. Future
research could provide optimal decision making for queue
management by considering the estimated queue wait time.
This will motivate the taxi drivers for an airport passenger
pickup just after a precedent airport passenger drop-off to
reduce their queue wait times at the airport taxi rank. Our
generalized approach can be applied to other airports as the
data becomes available.
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